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The table above represents a comparison of terminal usage figures for the periods Sept.-Dec. 1973 and Sept.-Dec. 1974. A surprising increase in the number of different users is indicated, in part because 63 users was an especially small figure.

C-A-C Has New Name

Last September the name Call-A-Computer was changed to Standard Information Systems, Inc. This change was made to reflect ownership by Standard Computer Corporation and the increasing variety of services which the company has offered. The change has not been noticed by users here.

Courtesy in the Computer Center

All users are reminded to make use of the off-line teletypes. Most preparation of data and programs should be done off-line. By monopolizing the on-line terminal users unnecessarily tie up connect time that others could use. Please try to use the off-line terminals when others are waiting.

Also users are reminded of the reservation sheet on the bulletin board. Users can reserve time for up to a maximum of an hour a day. Users making reservations should plan definitely to use the facilities at the specified time. All users should check the reservation sheet and honor any reservations made.